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PURPOSE
In diabetic foot ulcer therapy, both the Total Contact Cast (TCC) and 
the Charcot Restraint Orthotic Walker (CROW) are considered the 
Gold Standard and are designed with two intentions:

• To reduce (redistribute) pressure on the load-bearing surface.

• To reduce friction and shear forces potentially interfering with 
 wound healing.TCC and CROW orthoses achieve this goal to a 
 much higher degree than standard footwear or even custom-made 
 shoes. There are limiting factors, however:

 – Some friction and shear - as indicated by disturbed wound 
  dressings - remains in the contact area; therefore, we must 
  assume that it affects wound healing.

 – The clinical effect of friction is at the cellular level and results in 
  callus formation, tissue deformation (strain), ulceration and 
  impeded wound healing.

The purpose of this case study is to observe and report the mechanical 
benefit of introducing a low friction interface fabric over the dressings 
in diabetic foot care.
 

METHODS
Prior to beginning a complex and expansive study format, a smaller 
observational review of a total of 12 subjects was conducted so that 
the author could develop both confidence in the low friction intervention 
(fabric) and an understanding of its optimal application. Chosen 
individuals were educated about and agreed to use the (FDA 
registered) low friction intervention, which was designed either as a 
loose textile patch or a textile patch stitched to a sock. 
The author followed the results in weekly reviews and observed an 
increase in longevity of undisturbed wound dressing, as well as 
facilitated wound healing. Photographic images and objective 
measurements were documented.
 

RESULTS
• The low friction interventions:

 – eliminated disturbance of wound dressings, increased wear time

 – facilitated the healing process as evidenced by continued/
  complete wound healing without recurrence during the study 
  period 

• All volunteers showed satisfactory or accelerated healing progress. 

• None of the subjects developed any complications, and there were 
 no side effects.
 

CONCLUSIONS
• Low Friction Fabric interventions as applied, demonstrated friction 
 and shear reduction between the dressings, paddings and shells of 
 TCC and the CROW.
• Integrity of wound dressings remained intact between weekly reviews. 
• Dressing longevity improved, reducing frequency of visits. 
• This case series, showing a variety of examples of our use of Low 
 Friction Fabric interfaces in the TCC and the CROW, is not to be 
 understood as a scientific study. 
• “Before and after” measurements and photographic outcome 
 documentation, as well as clinical observation and comparison to 
 author’s experience, provided new insight.
• The case study served as a pilot and provided the author with 
 confidence to move forward with a more expansive study in the 
 future. 
• Friction and shear cannot be reliably measured to date, but the 
 clinical observations above allowed us to conclude that less friction 
 and shear were transferred to the dressing and the underlying 
 wound.

HISTORY: 

• 47-year-old male with type 2 diabetes since 2008 

• On disability due to back pain 

• Right TMA 2015 discontinued ulcer with underlying osteomyelitis

• Right plantar 1st & 5th & lateral 5th metatarsal ulcers since Aug. 2016

• Referred to wound clinic in mid Jan 2017 for total contact casting 

• Lateral metatarsal dressing dislodged in TCC 

 

Fig. 1: February of 2017, weekly review: 
Lateral-distal dressing dislodged inside the TCC 
due to remaining shear forces. 
Shear forces of a magnitude sufficient to destroy 
wound dressing are considered to have an unwanted 
effect on the underlying wound tissue.

Fig. 2: The Low Friction Fabric patch covers the 
primary wound dressing. It is placed in the anterior 
and anterior-distal aspects of the TM-amputation site. 
Thus it provides a strategic low friction interface, 
targeted to protect amputation-related subcutaneous 
bony prominences.

Fig. 3: Here the Low Friction Fabric patch covers the 
primary wound dressing. It is placed in the plantar 
aspect of the residual foot.
Thus it provides a strategic low friction interface,
targeted to protect existing plantar ulceration.

Findings of recent treatment:
• Dressing stayed undisturbed in place once Low Friction Fabric was applied.
• Wound rapidly improved and healed within 1 month. 
• Low Friction Fabric sock to be included in accommodative footwear when TCC is discontinued. 
• No unwanted side effects.
• Patient to remain in maintenance TCC (with Low Friction Fabric application) until protective footwear 
 is fit and delivered.

CASE STUDY #1

INTRODUCTION –
“LOW FRICTION FABRIC”

A patch of ultra low friction fabric, permeable for air, moisture and heat, was strategically applied 
between the primary wound dressing and the hard shell of TCCs and CROW walkers. 

Significant reduction of friction and shear, which often occur during the treatment of diabetic feet, 
was a reasonable clinical expectation. For better understanding of the “Low Friction Fabric” used 
in this case studies, see Fig. 1 and fabric sample. 

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 1: Low Friction Fabric

Findings of recent treatment:
• Low Friction Fabric patch applications started again in Oct 2016 
 (Fig. 2 and 3)
• Wound healing started to improve immediately 
• Patient was fit with Low Friction Fabric midfoot sock in Nov 2016 
• Wound continued to improve rapidly & is almost healed (January 2017) 

Similar findings of Case #1 through Case #4:
• Low Friction Fabric has shown very similar results of friction and shear reduction in the TCC 
 and in the CROW.
• Wound healing seems to be facilitated and/or accelerated in both interventions.
• Based on the encouraging clinical results, trials in larger studies are indicated.

Findings of recent treatment:
• Dressing stays undisturbed in place (once Low Friction Fabric was applied).
• Wound healing rapidly improved, wound healed within 1 month. 
• Patient now in CROW orthosis with Low Friction Fabric forefoot sock. 
• Wounds remain healed with no return of callus.
• No unwanted side effects. 

Fig. 1: Tissue condition as of December of 2016 
(see text)

Fig. 2: Condition December 2016
Low Friction Fabric patch placed on top 
of primary wound dressing. Attached with 2 
small self-adhesive tape tabs. Further layers 
of padding and TCC casting still to be applied.

Fig 1: Plantar surface of TMA with Low Friction 
Fabric patch added to AFO sock for use in CROW.

Fig 2: Medial malleolus patch application on 
external surface of AFO sock for use in CROW.

Fig 3: Application of Low Friction Fabric in form of (custom-made) 
TMA sock. The complete foot component of a standard AFO sock 
was replaced with a custom sock with strategically placed 
Low Friction Fabric on the plantar aspect of the foot & on the 
medial malleolus area. 
A sock has the advantage of allowing daily application by the patient 
once theyhave transitioned to a CROW.

Fig. 3: Different view of December 2016 
Placement of Low Friction 
Fabric Patch over 
primary dressing.

CASE STUDY #2

Recent treatment:
• Low Friction Fabric patch was placed over dressing. 

• Left plantar 4th met head wound treated with antimicrobial absorbent 
 dressing & accommodative footwear with minimal improvement until TCC 
 began in Jan 2017.

• With Low Friction Fabric application, the dressing stayed in place & wound 
 healing improved rapidly. Wound healed within 2 months. 

• Patient now in a CROW and wears a Low Friction Fabric forefoot sock 
 applied as maintenance friction/shear reduction strategy. 

• Again, dressing dislodgement in TCC until Low Friction Fabric was applied. 

HISTORY: 

• 52 year old female with poorly controlled type 2 diabetes since 2000
• Recent HgbA1c 12.8, smoker since age 11
• Left 5th toe & ray amputation 2011 due to osteomyelitis
• Chronic left plantar 4th met head wound since 2015 
• Partial right amputation of toes 2 through 5 in 2012 due to osteomyelitis
• Right partial hallux amputation

• Incision separation chronically open since 2014

• Patient referred to wound clinic in Nov. 2016

• 2016 began right TCC with little wound improvement 

• Dressing dislodgement in TCC  

CASE STUDY #3

CASE #4 ALTERNATIVE APPLICATION EXAMPLES Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

HISTORY: 
• 50 year old male, type 2 diabetes since 2013 (most likely present much 
 longer), developed Charcot foot deformity mid-summer 2015, no insurance 
 so did not seek medical care

• Developed mid-foot plantar ulcer in Dec 2015; using off-the-shelf footwear 

• Referred to our wound clinic, treated with a total contact cast for 12 weeks 

• Dressing dislodged therefore Low Friction Fabric was added 

• With Low Friction Fabric application, dressing remained in place & intact

• After 12 weeks he was transitioned to new insert/accommodative footwear 

• After 1 week in shoe, the ulcer enlarged with traumatized appearance 

• Resumed TCC for 7 weeks with Low Friction Fabric over the dressing 

• Transitioned back to custom insert/shoe in April 2016 with compression sock 
 for edema management, but without Low Friction Fabric application

• Wound improvement was negligible without Low Friction Fabric in place

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 Fig. 3

Fig. 1

Fig. 3

Fig. 2

Fig. 4: Low Friction 
Fabric Forefoot Sock
The low friction segment 
is designed in a cap-like 
covering over all of the 
forefoot, including the 
toes and entire 
metatarsal heads. 
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